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Abstract— Wireless Sensor Network Technology is also referred as WSN Technology or WSN Technologies. These WSN Technologies are now utilized
in uncountable places, it was under the aegis military and defense deployment, for e.g. at traffic intersection for flawless traffic handling and routing. The
main attention is at energy constrain, a proper cycle of recharge and discharge of batteries. There is also some sort of delay in information exchange
due to connectivity limitations. Therefore, this paper explains about the wireless sensor network technology. And here some research works include the
sensor network applications, reliable transport protocols and congestion control schemes; these are compared and bridged and compared in different
sections.
Index Terms— Sensors, Wireless Sensor Network, Routing, Energy Saving Sensors, Trans-receiver, Battery Life, Microcontrollers, RFID.

——————————  ——————————

1. INTRODUCTION

3 SENSOR NETWORK APPLICATIONS

Sensors can be defined as a small computer designed to
trigger on a specific action and perform a series of activities
[1], for instance, RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) used in
Delhi Metro Rail Card, when tapped on entrance gate, the
following actions are performed sequentially,

Application Development- Form earth to moon, from education
to industrial, from health to well-being, from sports to leisure
[3]. Sensors are getting advanced, now days they implant in
human body for observation and treatment. The first obvious
sensor network application is Sound Surveillance System
(SOSUS).
At the time of cold war in the year 1950’s, acoustic wave
sensors [2], hydrophones are used to detect track soviet
submarines.Even entry level smart phones house a number of
sensors such as proximity sensors, compass sensor,
fingerprint sensor, so on and so forth.They are also deployed
in dangerous environments where human interaction and
interference is not possible. Space research programs are
leading a pace in remote sensing technology, implanting
sensor in rovers and satellite that has to operate on an entirely
different planet and will return information on Earth, they are
designed such as they are capable of self-diagnosis and
troubleshooting.Nowadays, in our daily life sensors provide
much more comfortable, to inspect the effects of wind,
earthquake in the building, there are several sensor network
applications, most of the sensors are traditionally used to in
the field of the monitoring, such as health and environmental
[4][7]. In this report, two categorizations have been provided
as follows:
Objective-Oriented categorization

1.

2.
3.

Available amount is notified if amount is sufficient then
gates will open and a check-in counter will start as
time-keeping, if amount is less than designed
threshold then gates will not allow entrance and error
message will displayed.
While exiting card are again surfaced at exit gate and
an amount is calculated according to time spent after
card entrance which was observed by time counter.
The calculated amount will be debited from total
amount in the card and remaining amount is displayed
to passenger.

Similarly, many fields deploy and use WSN Technologies and
again some specific task are carried out. This survey is to
provide a working process of applications, components,
reliable transport protocol (RTP) and congestion control
research (CCR) in wireless sensor networks.

2 SENSOR NETWORKS HISTORY
Beginnings from explicit investigate, targets adding to military
applications, sensor components have developed to construct
all dominant applications with less cost. Energy is most
important for WSN Technology development. MEMS
(Microelectromechanical systems) technology makes sensors
smaller and cheaper.
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•
•
•
•
•

Military
Public Security/Warning
Education
Business Competitiveness/ Improvement
Quality-of-Life Improvement

Traditional categorization
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Military
Environmental Observation and Forecasting
Health Monitoring
Structural Monitoring
Environmental Observation and Forecasting
Health Monitoring
Structural Monitoring
Habitat Monitoring
Smart Classroom
Smart Offices
Smart Home
Traffic monitoring
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The sensors are distributed over a wide area of applications.
They collect data over a wide area of fields. Still the
deployment and operations are at a huge risk and
investments.

4 SENSOR NETWORK COMPONENTS
The major component of WSN Technology combines of a
sensing unit [5], a processing unit, a Tran’s receiver, and a
power unit.
• Sensing Unit- The main unit is sensor, it uses a voltage
or a signal that triggers a sensor. The triggered action is
digitalized by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and
then is processed further by processing unit.
• Processing Unit- It consists of microprocessors,
microcontrollers and field programmable gate arrays
(FGPAs).
• Tran’s receiver- For RF communications these are very
important, Lasers, antennas [6]. Here power
consumption and battery are a health issue. Various
energy consumption ideas and techniques to reduce
energy consumption.
• Power Unit- Manages, regulates, and supplies power to
the entire component as and when it required, battery
life is depends on the Operating System a Dynamic
Power Management System [5], and another method is
Dynamic Voltage Scheduling, it helps as nondeterministic workload, Fault tolerance can be
operated.

5 TRANSPORT LAYER PROTOCOL
WSN technologies are delicate and have a short life span,
they sometime malfunction and may result in loss of
messages and data, reported as failure. Here defines reliability
protocol for networks including PSFQ, ESRT and RMST.
5.1 PROTOCOL DEVELOPMENT
A rule should be deployed for better and flawless working of
system. Applying TCP connections and handshake
mechanism [7]. UDP is considered for a more reliable for
sensor network. The main aim is to reduce latency in data
forwarding process.Directed Diffusion is a protocol that cooperates in many points to many points’ connection. In a
densely populated environment data loss may be anticipated
due to congested network and multiple devices operating
simultaneously. The dropped packets are not recovered.
Various type of data sensing may need for combining data
from multiple sources [6]. The data set processed from WSN is
also sometime kept as backup to study for data scientists and
data analyst, it also helps in data recovery from natural
calamities such as earthquakes and floods. There are some
designing protocols such as PSFQ, ESRT, and RMST. They
are light-weight and much more efficient than traditional [8].
Application and layer independently work on congestion
control, and energy efficiency are also a key characteristic of
the new protocol.
5.2 UTILIZATION OF PROTOCOLS
The main aim of entire network setup is work them flaw-less.
For instance, the sensor setup in street lighting and highway
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caution lighting. The Light Detection Resistance checks the
available light around environment and triggers lighting
arrangements without any human interference, so it will turn of
as when required hence saving human interaction and
manned work.Another example can be defined as finger print
enabled attendance system which can be found at various
offices and educational institution. When a recognized finger is
applied on sensor it triggers a series of applications [9], if the
fingerprint already stored in database a present mark is
applied with date and time mentioned over it and if not, an
error will be prenoted.All these scenarios require a specific
and a well-furnished protocol with endured capability of
diagnosis and error resolving.Another type of sensors (for
example Axle Counter) are a type of counter scanners which it
counts, the trigger, all around the world use locomotives is
used to count number of wheels of train, it checks that entire
train is running well after every specified distance [10], as the
wheels cross the sub sections a counter keeps track of
information such as number of wheel with date and time, if
number of wheels don’t match as per database, officials are
informed with a notice to check physically over every
train.Same type of counter is used at entrance and exit gate of
stadiums, movie halls, or any big gathering to keep a record of
how many people are inside the premises of event and same
number of people should exit after if numbers don’t match,
security officials are informed to check over.To make a stable
environment temperature sensor are mostly used in airconditioning units and thermostats.Wide range sensors can
detect and network can be observed automatically like reverse
parking sensors, auto-wiper sensors, and smoke detecting
sensors.

6 CONGESTION CONTROL
Although sensors get smart by learning interaction habits by
user and make them more reliable and relevant to purpose of
installation. Unlike any device and gadget, they can also face
failure due to many reasons such as heavy traffic [11],
confusion of processing unit due to some error expectation,
data delivery may be delayed and so the entire setup of WSN
may get fail. Each sensor has limited resources like memory
and radio signals, it may vary with data transmission from
different nodes. Therefore, a section is focused on the issue
and describes about the congestion control research.
6.1 DEVELOPMENT
There can be a numerous factor that may affect the working of
sensors, they are various and can be unpredictable and if that
happens the entire motive of placing the sensor at very first
place will fail. Like in an event of forest fire, a sensor that
collects data such as area, date and time if fails to deliver
information to base station simultaneously due to traffic
congestion, connectivity issue, power malfunction or any
feasible condition [12], the purpose of placing sensors fails.
So, to overcome this many ideas and states have been
proposed and some are implemented too. A system known as
CODA (Congestion Detection and Avoidance) solves this
problem. If it detects congestion on a specific route, it forwards
the packets by activation of open-loop hop-by-hop
backpressure scheme. Under this system the data frame
packet is shared to nearby node that takes controls
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responsibility of forwarding the task to another node and
hopping takes places. It proves much faster than any other
method and base station receives it.Similarly, another
approach is followed, in which child nodes are setup
beforehand. At the time of congestion the packets are
transferred to child node and routing of information takes
place.For a very large number of sensor networks Real-time
communication architecture is used to prevent of loss of data
packet in a transfer frame. Its groups 5 pieces including query
service, connectionless transport layer, location service,
distributed packets prioritization service, and Velocity
Monotonic Scheduling (VMS)[12][11] to prioritize packet
urgency based on both deadline and distance-aware. Another
well-known situation is when data packets complete, the
multiple sensors are applied to a single processing unit from
the base stations, usually smoke sensor and in case of a fire
multiple sensors trigger and they complete to transfer data
frames to base station or processing unit [14]. So, here
packets are prioritized in order of decreasing level of sensitivity
level. Water hose of that sensor area will trigger before the
area with area of low sensitivity. This is most effective and
efficient way of avoiding and congestion.
6.2 DISCUSSION
The discussed approach adjusts the data flow in an optimal
way for every node. Some of the methods may result in high
costing but they are helping to increase the efficiency of the
entire environment dependent on them. An important thing
must be acknowledged before implementing the above
methods are,
•
•

A child node will only transmit and only if it is
permitted by parent node. So, communication must be
intact each n ode.
There shouldn’t be any malfunctions between nodes,
if nodes get fail the packets are dropped and a new
packet is proposed from parent node.

A concept of MAC layer shift is a technique to overcome
congestion without help of child nodes [14]; it works by
comparing the normalized rate of a node and its parents.

7 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
A wireless sensor network has more small sensors, and that
organize the network, it gathers all the data through wireless
links with help of nodes, these nodes are processed and
analyzed locally connected base stations through the network
[15]. The WSN has its own characteristics like design of
hardware, protocols in communication and application design.
It provides very new effective communication protocols and
algorithms.
Here the below the design is to describe about the theoretical
approach in to real time environment for the proposed
industrial environment [15] in WSN to monitor and detect the
reliability, power consumption, data availability, authenticity
and confidentiality.
Fig. 1 Wireless Sensor Network Architecture
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Sensor Node: These are designed to build a easy solutions to
avoid a complex cabling, Here the sensor node gathers the
data in time to time, like power consumption and working
cycle, this monitoring helps to make much more efficient in
delivering the data. Hardware design consists of an analogy
sensor like microcontroller for data processing, and wireless
transceiver for a wireless communication.
Base Station: The data received from sensors are all
coordinates through the network, and stores those datas into
the information management system [15]. And so the base
stations assign the several tasks for providing the efficient
communication in the wireless circuit.

8 CONCLUSIONS
Day by day modern electronics are making its possible, to fit in
the entire circuit, a very small space that provides a very
efficient and optimal performance. They also define best
places to place a sensor keeping in considerations of factors
such as
•
Lifespan
•
Easy to use
•
Easy to replace
•
Better sensitivity
•
No hindrance in working
•
Protection from dust, water or any elements that may
damage the sensors.
In addition to the factors discussed, some tight and strict
protocols have been setup for manufacture, supply and
installation on sensing unit along with processing and power
unit sections.Network and channel usage are also made better
day-by-day, with every improved update of sensor firmware
and hardware every minute changes and habits can be
observed, recorded, studied and reported. There are many
cases in which a sensor or a sophisticated network of them
are even credited for saving human life. Apple Watch
manufactured by Apple Inc. is one of them, in a case it
detected a heart-attack and called medical support within time
and life of an individual was saved. Although there is a
challenge of having a power consumption and management
issue, sometime there are housing issues, i.e. where to place
sensors and sensing unit that it must result in a 100%
efficiency. A reliable transport protocol with congestion control
capability for sensor networks is a vital role in generic,
lightweight, and not dependent upon existing lower layer
protocols-based sensors. A sensor manufacturing company 2E
mechatronic GmbH & Co. KG from Munich, Germany makes
sensors that are actively circulated in market in automations
services and devices, healthcare facility and automobile
sector. Another manufacturer Cognex Corporation Company
from France they manufacture machine vision sensors and
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systems. Therefore, making and improving motion detecting
sensors used in homes, offices and banks.
EFI Automotive from France manufactures and offers on the
market a wide range of sensors (speed, position &
temperature) that are utilized in automobiles and air
conditioning units.
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